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Analysis of Heartbeat Dynamics by Point Process
Adaptive Filtering

Riccardo Barbieri*, Member, IEEE, and Emery N. Brown, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Heartbeats are a point process yet, most of the cur-
rent analysis methods do not model this important characteristic
of these data. We describe human heartbeat time series as a his-
tory dependent inverse Gaussian model. We present a point process
adaptive filter algorithm to estimate the model’s time-varying pa-
rameters, and use it to compute new measures of heart rate vari-
ability. We apply our algorithm to analyze simulated heartbeat
data and actual heartbeat data from a tilt table experiment and
from healthy subjects and subjects with congestive heart failure
during sleep. Our results suggest a new approach for character-
izing heartbeat dynamics.

Index Terms—Adaptive filters, heart rate variability, point pro-
cesses, state estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

HEART rate and heart rate variability (HRV) are impor-
tant dynamic measures of the state of the cardiovascular

system and the autonomic nervous system. Heart rate is tradi-
tionally estimated as the average of the reciprocal of the
intervals within a specified time window, or as the number of

-wave events (heartbeats) per unit time on the electrocardio-
gram (ECG). The current approaches to characterizing HRV in-
clude elementary statistical measures of the properties of the

intervals [1], spectral analysis of heart rate or in-
terval time-series [1]–[8], deterministic dynamical systems as-
sessments of heart rate signal properties [9]–[12], and approxi-
mate entropy measures of interval regularity [13].

Several issues in these approaches to deriving heart rate and
HRV from -wave events have yet to be addressed. First, the

-wave events mark the electrical impulses from the heart’s
conduction system that represent ventricular contractions.
Hence, they are a sequence of discrete occurrences in con-
tinuous time, and as such, form a point process. Rather than
modeling them to reflect the point process structure of the
heartbeats, current methods either treat the heartbeat series
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or interval as continuous-valued signals, or convert
interval data into continuous-valued, evenly spaced

measurements for analysis by interpolation of either the
intervals or their reciprocals. Second, in addition to some form
of interpolation, application of the frequency domain methods
requires the ECG to be recorded under stationary conditions.
Nonstationary analysis approaches apply time-varying methods
to interval [14]–[17] or to heart rate [5], [18] time series
obtained by interpolation of the intervals or the recip-
rocal of the interval beat series, respectively. In contrast,
current methods that do not interpolate do not have a temporal
resolution smaller than two consecutive intervals [6],
[19]–[21]. Furthermore, current methods do not characterize
the stochastic structure of the heartbeats beyond giving a single
mean and variability index of either intervals or heart rate
series. Finally, adaptive filter algorithms for point processes
have been recently designed to characterize the dynamic prop-
erties of neural systems such as the representation of biological
signals in ensemble spiking activity and plasticity in neural
receptive fields [22]–[24]. Despite the point process structure
of the heartbeats, and their dynamic control by the autonomic
nervous systems, point process adaptive filter algorithms have
not been used to analyze heartbeat dynamics.

To address these issues, we use the recently developed his-
tory-dependent inverse Gaussian (HDIG) point process model
of heartbeat intervals to study the problem of characterizing
heartbeat interval dynamics [25]. This model gives precise prob-
abilistic definitions of heart rate and HRV that can be updated
at any desired time resolution. We estimate the time-varying
parameters of the HDIG point process model by point process
adaptive filtering, and assess model goodness-of-fit by a Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov (KS) test derived from the time-rescaling
theorem [26]. We illustrate the point process adaptive filtering
approach to characterizing heartbeat dynamics in a study of
simulated heartbeat interval series under stationary and non-
stationary conditions, in the analysis of the heartbeat interval
series from a subject in a tilt table study, and in a comparison
of HRV between healthy subjects and subjects with congestive
heart failure.

II. METHODS

In this section, we present the heartbeat interval and the heart
rate probability models, the state-space model for the heartbeat
interval model parameters, the point process adaptive filtering
algorithm to derive instantaneous estimates of heart rate and
HRV, and goodness-of-fit tests to evaluate how well these esti-
mates describe the stochastic structure of a time-series of heart-
beats, or -wave events extracted from an ECG. We begin the
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derivation of our heartbeat probability model by reviewing the
physiology of the -wave events.

A. Physiology of the Heartbeat

Each -wave event is initiated by a coordinated depolariza-
tion of the heart’s pacemaker cells that begins in the sino-atrial
(SA) node of the right atrium and then propagates through its
specialized conduction system to the left atrium and to the two
ventricles [27]. Like a nerve cell action potential, each depo-
larization is accomplished by an exchange of sodium, potas-
sium and calcium ions across the pacemaker cell membrane
causing a rise in the cell’s transmembrane potential. Once the
membrane reaches the cell’s threshold, depolarization occurs.
Following each depolarization, the transmembrane potentials
of these cells return to their resting potentials and they begin
again their spontaneous rise toward threshold [27]. When there
is normal coupling of electrical and mechanical events in the
heart, the -wave on the ECG is used as a standard marker
of ventricular contraction or the time of a heartbeat. Determin-
istic models of this integrate (rise of the transmembrane poten-
tial)-and-fire (depolarization) mechanism are used regularly to
simulate heartbeats or -wave events [28], [29]. An elemen-
tary, stochastic integrate-and-fire model is the Gaussian random
walk model with drift. The probability density of the first pas-
sage times for this random walk process, i.e., the times between
threshold crossings ( intervals), is well-known to be the
inverse Gaussian [30]. Under this model, the intervals
are independent and thus, form a renewal process [30]. Because
the inverse Gaussian probability density is derived directly from
an elementary, physiologically-based integrate-and-fire model,
it has been used to study neural processes [30] and heartbeats
[31].

Although the inverse Gaussian model is a good starting point
for developing a statistical model of heartbeats, the physiology
of the heartbeat mechanism suggests two further modifications.
First, because the parasympathetic and sympathetic inputs to the
SA node can occur on a millisecond time-scale but their effects
can last for several seconds, the intervals must be mod-
eled as dependent on the recent history of the SA node inputs
and not as independent. Second, sympathetic and parasympa-
thetic inputs to the SA node are an important dynamic part of
the cardiovascular control circuitry. Thus, these autonomic in-
puts are continuously altering the propensity of the SA node to
initiate heartbeats to maintain homeostasis. Therefore, in con-
sidering the effect of the recent history of autonomic inputs to
the SA node, a heartbeat probability model must take into ac-
count the dynamic or time-varying nature of these inputs.

B. A Probability Model of Heartbeat Intervals

We assume that in an observation interval , we record
0 , successive

-wave event times from an ECG. We assume that given any
-wave event , the waiting time until the next -wave event,

or equivalently, the length of the next interval, obeys a
HDIG probability density , where is any time satis-
fying , is the history of the intervals up to ,

and is a vector of model parameters [25], [31]. The model is
defined as

2

1
2

(1)

where , is
the th interval, 0
is the mean, 0 is the scale parameter, and

. This model represents the depen-
dence of the interval length on the recent history of
parasympathetic and sympathetic inputs to the SA node by
modeling the mean as a linear function of the last
intervals. If we take 0, the intervals are independent,
then , , and (1)
becomes a simple renewal inverse Gaussian model.

The mean and standard deviation of the probability
model in (1) are, respectively

(2)

(3)

From (2) and (3) it follows that both and are time-de-
pendent. We use the probability density in (1) to define heart
rate and HRV. Heart rate is often defined as the reciprocal of
the intervals [5], [8], [18], [32]–[35]. For any ,

is the waiting time until the next -wave event. We de-
fine as the heart rate random variable, where

6 10 ms/min is the constant that converts the
interval measurements recorded in milliseconds into heart rate
measurements in beats per minute (bpm). Therefore, because

is a one-to-one transformation of , we use the stan-
dard change-of-variables formula from elementary probability
theory [26] and derive from the interval probability den-
sity in (1), the heart rate probability density defined
as

2
1
2

1

(4)

where and . The
mean and standard deviation of the heart rate probability density
are, respectively

(5)

2
(6)

Equation (4) defines the stochastic properties of heart rate in
terms of a probability density. If 0, then (4) gives the simple
reciprocal of the inverse Gaussian probability density discussed
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in [36]. Because the mean is a representative value of the proba-
bility density we define heart rate as the mean (5) of ,
and the heart rate variance as the square of the standard devia-
tion (6).

The probability density (1) for the intervals,
, models the effect of recent sympathetic and

parasympathetic input to the SA node through the history
dependence in its mean parameter, . Unlike in the
Gaussian probability density, the standard deviation of the
inverse Gaussian distribution is a function of the mean (3).
The interval probability model is transformed into the
heart rate probability density, (4) through a standard
change-of-variable relation. The mean (5) and the standard
deviation (6) of the heart rate probability model, like those of
the heartbeat probability model, are history-dependent and the
standard deviation is a function of the mean.

C. A Point Process Adaptive Filter Algorithm

To track the nonstationary behavior in heartbeat dynamics
that occurs due to changes in state under both physiological
and pathological conditions, we assume that the parameter
is time-varying, and we model the time-varying behavior of
using a state space model. To define the state model and the ob-
servation model, we choose large, and divide into
intervals of equal width , so that there is at most one
spike per interval. The adaptive parameter estimates will be up-
dated at for 1 . We assume that the temporal
dynamics of the parameter are described by the following
random walk state model:

(7)

where is a Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance
matrix .

From the heartbeat probability model in (1) we define the
associated conditional intensity function as

1
(8)

The conditional intensity function provides a canonical char-
acterization of a point process that gives a history-dependent
generalization of the rate function of a Poisson process [37]. For
a small interval , defines the probability of
an event in the interval 1 . Let be 1 if a heart-
beat occurs in 1 and 0 otherwise. To complete our
state space representation of the heartbeat process we use the
representation of the probability mass function in terms of the
conditional intensity function to define our observation model
[37]. For small, the probability mass function for the occur-
rence of an -wave event in the interval 1 may be
written as [23], [24], [37]

(9)

Given the state model in (7) and the observation process
model in (9), it follows from [23], [24] that the point process
adaptive filter algorithm for this system is

(One-Step Prediction)

(10)

(One-Step Prediction Variance)

(11)

(Posterior Mode)

(12)

(Posterior Variance)

(13)

where and denotes the first
(second) derivative of the indicated function with respect to
for 1 . The notation defines the state at time
given the observations from 0 .

Equations (10)–(13) provide a recursive Gaussian approx-
imation for estimating the hidden state process (7), observed
through a point process (9), the same way the well-known
Kalman filter provides a way of estimating a linear Gaussian
state process observed through Gaussian measurements [38].
Here, the point process is the heartbeats and the hidden state is
the assumed time-varying parameter of the heartbeat model.
The logic of the algorithm is as follows. Given at time 1
the state estimate and its variance estimate
based on the heartbeat observations in 0 1 , the
algorithm first predicts , the estimate of the state at time

(10), and , the uncertainty in the state estimate at
time , given the heartbeat observations in 0 1 (11).
Once the measurement at time is observed, , the state
estimate at time is computed as a combination between the
one-step prediction estimate and a correction term which
is determined by the observation. The correction term has two
components: a weight determined by the one-step prediction
variance and , and the point process innovation
term . The innovation defines how the heartbeat data
enter the algorithm by computing the difference between ,
the probability of a heartbeat at time and whether or
not a heartbeat occurs at time . To complete computation at
time , the algorithm also estimates , the uncertainty in
the state at time given the data in 0 . The algorithm is
nonlinear because appears on the left-hand and right-hand
side of (12) because is a function of . Therefore, these
equations must be solved at each time by Newton’s method
using as a starting estimate.

Given , the point process adaptive filter estimate of at
time , it follows from (2), (3), (5), and (6), that the instan-
taneous estimates of mean , interval standard devi-
ation, mean heart rate and heart rate standard deviation at time

are, respectively

(Mean R–R Interval)

(14)
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(R–R Interval SD)

(15)

(Mean Heart Rate)

(16)

(Heart Rate SD)

2
(17)

Equation (16) provides a new algorithm for computing an in-
stantaneous estimate of heart rate whereas (15) and (17) are new
indices of HRV.

D. Model Goodness-of-Fit

To evaluate goodness-of-fit for the heartbeat probability
model-point process adaptive filter algorithm, i.e., determine
how well this model describes the sequence of ECG -wave
events, we use the KS test based on the time-rescaling theorem
for point processes [26]. The method uses the estimated con-
ditional intensity function to construct a transformation of the

intervals that maps them to independent observations on
the interval (0,1]. Agreement between the transformed obser-
vations and the uniform probability density can be assessed by
the KS test and the estimated autocorrelation function is used
to assess whether the temporal structure in the transformed
observations is consistent with the transformed intervals being
independent. Because the time-rescaling transformation is
one-to-one, close agreement between the transformed
intervals and the uniform probability density implies close
agreement between the original intervals and the partic-
ular model from which the conditional intensity function was
estimated.

III. RESULTS

A. Analysis of a Simulated Heartbeat Series Under Constant
Conditions

Many studies of heartbeat interval dynamics are conducted
under constant conditions. Therefore, we first tested the ability of
our point process adaptive filter algorithm to estimate simulated
heartbeat interval data from the HDIG heartbeat probability
model (1) in which the parameter was constant. Because of
the definition of the HDIG mean, these simulated data were
still highly correlated as the expected length of the
interval depended on the previous intervals. However, the
coefficients describing that relation were constant in time. Using
the Gaussian approximation to the inverse Gaussian probability
density [38], we simulated 1600 s (26.67 min) of heartbeat
series using the history dependent inverse Gaussian model
of order 2 and parameters 834 ms, 0.15,

0.25, and 750 ms . By (6) the parameter
was chosen implicitly by defining , , , and . These

Fig. 1. Estimates from a stationary AR(2) simulated beat series of (a)
the � parameter, (b) the variance � , and (c) and (d) the autoregressive
parameters � and � . The one-step prediction variance (11) is set as equal to
the posterior variance computed at the previous step (13). (e) KS plots of the
time-rescaled quantiles derived from the parameters’ estimates. The proposed
model is considered consistent with the data if its KS plot falls within the
95% confidence bounds, defined by the parallel black lines in the panel. (f)
Autocorrelation function of the transformed times for the first 60 lags. The
horizontal lines are the approximate 95% confidence intervals.

parameter values gave an average heart rate of 50 bpm. For this
application of the point process adaptive filter algorithm, we
chose the deterministic state space model with 0 and an
update interval 5 ms. We tested the algorithm by picking
initial guesses of the parameters as random numbers drawn
from the uniform probability density 0.5 for 0 2
and a random number from the uniform probability density

0.5 .

Fig. 1 illustrates an application of the point process adaptive
filter algorithm with starting values 855 ms,

0.1, and 500 ms . Following a rapid decline in the
first 50 s toward the true value of , the estimate of slowly
approached the true value and did not converge to it until 775 s
[Fig. 1(a)]. Within less than 100 s the estimates of began to
estimate the true parameter value [Fig. 1(b)] and similarly, the
estimates of approached the true value almost immediately
[Fig. 1(c)]. The estimate of declined linearly and did not con-
verge to the true value until 1200 s [Fig. 1(d)]. The convergence
of the point process adaptive filter estimates to the true param-
eter values in this example is analogous to the convergence of
the Kalman filter estimates to Wiener filter estimates in the ab-
sence of noise in the state [39].

The good performance of the point process adaptive filter
algorithminestimatingthetrueparametervaluesofthemodelwas
also supported by KS plot assessment, measuring the agreement
between the model with the dynamic parameter estimates and
the simulated heartbeat series. The KS plot of the estimated
transformed intervals was within the 95% confidence intervals
of Fig. 1(e). Moreover, consistent with the transformed intervals
being independent as predicted by the time-rescaling theorem,
the autocorrelation function of the transformed intervals was
indistinguishable from zero up to lag 60, or approximately 50 s
[Fig. 1(e)]. These findings suggested good agreement between
the simulated HDIG heartbeat interval series and the HDIG
model with its parameters estimated dynamically by the point
process adaptive filter. It, therefore, shows the ability of the
algorithm to estimate nontime-varying parameters.
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B. Analysis of Simulated Heartbeat Series With Time-Varying
Parameters

To test the ability of our algorithm to track the changes in the
HDIG model parameters, we simulated 20 1600-s realizations
of an AR(2) HDIG model in which each of four model param-
eters underwent a different change at different points in time
[Fig. 2(a) and (b), gray lines]. The parameter was constant at
834 ms from 0 to 500 s, decreased linearly from 834 ms to 778
ms between times 500 and 745 s and remained constant at 778
ms for the balance of the simulation [Fig. 2(a.1) and (b.1), gray
line]. The variance was constant at 1500 ms from 0 to 625 s,
increased instantaneously to 3000 ms at time 625 s, remained
constant at 3000 ms from 625 s to 1020 s, at which point it
returned instantaneously to 1500 ms where it remained for the
balance of the simulation [Fig. 2(a.2) and (b.2), gray line]. The
parameter was constant at 0.1 from 0 to 400 s, decreased
linearly to 0.2 from 400 to 500 s and remained constant at

0.2 for the balance of the simulation [Fig. 2(a.3) and (b.3),
gray line]. The parameter was constant at 0.25 from 0 to
1000 s, increased linearly to 0.15 from 1000 s to 1100 s and
remained at 0.15 for the balance of the simulation [Fig. 2(a.4)
and (b.4), thin gray line].

By doing a preliminary fit of the heartbeat probability model
using local maximum likelihood we found a range of values for
the diagonal elements of between 10 and 10 . Using
this range we chose the state covariance matrix to be the di-
agonal matrix with values of 3 10 for , 4 10 for ,
and 4 10 for the autoregressive parameters. This choice of

gave a reliable performance of the algorithm. We compared
the performance of our point process adaptive filter algorithm
with that of the widely-used recursive least-squares (RLS) al-
gorithm computing time-varying indices of HRV in the analysis
of the 20 realizations. We constructed the RLS algorithm using
an AR(2) model with a forgetting factor of 0.98 [6]. We chose
the value of 0.98 for the forgetting factor because it balanced
well the bias-variance tradeoff. The RLS algorithm updates the
parameters only when a beat occurs and provides no estimate of

, because this algorithm requires that the series first be
detrended with a high-pass filter [6]. Fig. 2(a.1), (a.2), and (a.4)
shows that point process adaptive filter estimates (bold curves)
tracked well the time courses of , and , respectively, in
that single realization. For this particular realization, the algo-
rithm also tracked the time course of but with more vari-
ation about the true parameter value [Fig. 2(a.3), bold curve].
The RLS algorithm estimates [Fig. 2(a.2), (a.3), and (2a.4), thin
curves] agreed less closely with the true time course of the pa-
rameters , and than the point process filter algorithm.
The RLS estimate shows less variability in and more vari-
ability in the autoregressive parameters than the corresponding
HDIG estimates.

Fig. 2(b) shows the average trajectory estimates for each pa-
rameter computed from the 20 realizations for the point process
adaptive filter (bold curves) and the RLS filter (thin curves) al-
gorithms. The point process adaptive filter algorithm estimates
are in closer agreement with the true time course of the param-
eter trajectories than the RLS estimates. In particular, the av-
eraged trajectories [Fig. 2(b)] show the slower tracking of the

Fig. 2. (a) Instantaneous time varying estimates of 1—the mean R�R,
2— R�R variance and 3 and 4—the autoregressive coefficients obtained by
applying our algorithm (bold lines) and an adaptive RLS algorithm with a
forgetting factor of 0.98 (thin lines) to an AR(2) simulated beat series where
the four parameters undergo sudden changes at different moments in time. (b)
Instantaneous time varying estimates averaged over 20 realizations.

variance by the RLS algorithm. This is most evident in
Fig. 2(b.2) after the step change at 625 s, where the averaged
RLS estimate shows a slower exponential approach to the new
true value than the approach of the HDIG estimate.

The KS plots of the transformed times for each of the 20 esti-
mated heartbeat series from the point process adaptive filter al-
gorithm were all within the 95% confidence bounds and the au-
tocorrelations functions of the transformed times were all indis-
tinguishable from zero (not shown). This suggests that in each
realization, the point process adaptive filter algorithm computed
an accurate estimate of the stochastic structure in the simulated
heartbeat series.

C. Analysis of Heartbeat Series From a Tilt Table Study

To illustrate the application of our point process adaptive filter
algorithm to actual data, we analyzed the 3000 s heartbeat se-
ries from a male subject performing a tilt table study [Fig. 3(a)].
The study began with the subject lying supine for 11 min, after
which, the subject underwent three types of up-down tilt pairs.
The tilt pairs were: rapid up (down) tilt in which, at time 664
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Fig. 3. (a) R�R interval data from one continuous recording of the
tilt protocol. The first 200 s segment (gray) is used for computing initial
parameters’ estimates, the black segments refer to epochs in which the subject
is in the supine position, whereas the gray segments refer, in order, to the rapid
tilt up-down, slow tilt up-down, and stand up-down procedures. (b) R�R
standard deviation and (c) first autoregressive coefficient estimated by our
model (black curves) and by the RLS model (gray curves). The black constant
lines in (c) refer to values of the respective autoregressive coefficient estimated
by a stationary AR(8) yule-walker algorithm applied to each of the gray and
black segments plotted in (a).

(792) s, the tilt table moved from horizontal (vertical) to ver-
tical (horizontal) in less than 3 s; slow up (down) tilt in which
the tilt table, starting at time 1379 (1622) s, moved from hori-
zontal (vertical) to vertical (horizontal) in approximately 1 min;
and stand-up (supine) in which the subject stood up immedi-
ately supporting his or her own weight at time 2331 s and, at
time 2479 s, lied supine immediately from having been standing
supporting his own weight [40], [41].

Following a preliminary partial autocorrelation analysis of
the interval series, we implemented the point process
adaptive filter algorithm assuming an AR(8) HDIG model to
analyze these data. The initial parameter values were computed
by local maximum likelihood analysis using the first 200 s
[Fig. 4(a), gray segment]. We chose the state covariance matrix

to be the diagonal matrix with values of 3 10 for ,
2 10 for , and 8 10 for the autoregressive parameters
by applying the same preliminary local maximum likelihood
analysis used in the previous section. In Fig. 4(a), the black
segments are epochs in which the subject was supine, whereas
the gray segments are, in order, the rapid up-down tilt, the slow
up-down tilt, and stand up-down.

Our standard deviation estimates [Fig. 3(b), black
curve] show rapid changes, especially prominent after each
up and down postural change. These fast fluctuations are not
noticeable in the RLS beat-to-beat estimate [Fig. 3(b), gray
curve]. On the other hand, the HDIG estimate of [Fig. 3(c),
black curve] shows fluctuations similar to those of the RLS
estimate [Fig. 3(c), gray curve]. For a more complete compar-
ison, in each colored segment, we treated the data as stationary
and computed the Yule–Walker estimates of the autoregres-
sion parameter [Fig. 3(c), black horizontal lines]. The local
Yule–Walker estimates are consistent with both time-varying

Fig. 4. Instantaneous time varying estimates of the (a) mean R�R, (b)
heart rate, (c) heart rate standard deviation as defined in (14)–(17). Dotted
lines delimit the rapid tilt up-down, slow tilt up-down, and stand up-down
procedures. (d)–(f) Zoom of the heart rate variance estimates in (c) during the
three gravitational transients. (d) Rapid tilt. (e) Slow tilt. (f) Stand up.

estimates. However, these static interval estimates obscure the
dynamic behavior of the parameter trajectory.

A compelling feature of our analysis is that it provided
time-varying estimates of mean [Fig. 4(a)], heart rate
[Fig. 4(b)], standard deviation [Fig. 3(b)], and heart rate
standard deviation [Fig. 4(c)] computed using (14)–(17). The
increase in the heart rate standard deviation immediately after
the rapid tilt [Fig. 4(d)], the constant level the heart rate standard
deviation after the slow tilt [Fig. 4(e)], and the much sharper
increase immediately after standing up [Fig. 4(f)] suggest new
patterns of fast dynamics which may be useful to distinguish
physiological differences in these states. Most importantly, the

and heart rate standard deviations show that time-varying
estimates of mean and heart rate alone do not capture all
the dynamic features of heartbeat interval.

Although we used the AR(8) HDIG in conducting the anal-
ysis, we tried AR HDIG models of order 2 and 4 as well. The
goodness-of-fit analysis gave essentially identical KS plots for
the three models [Fig. 5(a)]. Except for a small interval between
0.75 and 0.85, the KS plot for all these model fits lies entirely
within the 95% confidence bounds [Fig. 5(a)]. In other words,
the KS plot alone did not help to distinguish the models. There-
fore, because under the time-rescaling theorem the transformed
times should be independent and hence, uncorrelated, we fur-
ther assessed goodness-of-fit by comparing the autocorrelation
function of the transformed times for the HDIG model of order
2 [Fig. 5(b)], 4 [Fig. 5(c)], and 8 [Fig. 5(d)]. Both the AR(2)
and the AR(4) have several autocorrelation lag estimates that
fell outside the 95% confidence bounds. All are smaller than
0.14. This suggests that there were still some correlations in the
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Fig. 5. (a) KS plot of the time-rescaled quantiles derived from the tilt protocol
AR(8) parameters’ estimates. (b)–(d) Autocorrelation function the transformed
times estimated for the first 60 lags by analysis of one continuous recording
of the tilt protocol using (b) AR(2), (c) AR(4), and (d) AR(8) models. The
horizontal lines are the approximate 95% confidence intervals.

transformed times of these models. In contrast, for the AR(8)
model, the largest autocorrelation coefficient is 0.05 at lag 11
[Fig. 5(d)] suggesting that its transformed times are more nearly
independent. In summary, the goodness-of-fit analysis suggests
that the AR(8) HDIG model with time-varying parameters de-
scribes well the stochastic structure in this subject’s heartbeat
series.

D. Analysis of Heartbeat Series from Healthy Subjects and
Subjects With Congestive Heart Failure

To illustrate the use of our HRV indices to distinguish phys-
iological and pathological conditions, we analyzed heartbeat
recordings from 15 healthy subjects and 12 subjects with severe
congestive heart failure (CHF) taken from the PhysioNet data-
base [42]. A 50 min segment beginning at 12:00 am for each
subject was analyzed. To each subject’s heartbeat series we fit
the HDIG AR(8) model using the as chosen in the previous
example and computed instantaneous estimates of mean ,
heart rate, standard deviation, and heart rate standard de-
viation. We averaged the instantaneous estimates to compute a
single summary for each index for each subject. We assessed
the difference in the means of the four indices for each group
using a two-sample t-test and, because there were only 15 and
12 subjects per group, a Wilcoxon rank sum test (Table I).

Each of the four indices was significantly different between
the CHF subjects compared with the healthy subjects. In partic-
ular, the average of and the average of were signifi-
cantly smaller for the CHF subjects demonstrating, as has been
previously reported, that the CHF subjects had less variability
[1] (Table I). For comparison with established measures of HRV,
we performed a similar analysis using the RLS algorithm with
its parameter settings as chosen in the previous example and
the standard measure of HRV computed from the standard de-
viation of the intervals index (SDNN index) [1]. A sim-
ilar, significant decrease in variability of the CHF subjects rel-
ative to the healthy subjects was also demonstrated with these

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN HEALTHY SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS WITH

CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE OF THE HDIG INDICES, ALONG WITH THE R�R

STANDARD DEVIATION COMPUTED BY THE RLS ALGORITHM AND BY

A STANDARD METHOD (SDNN INDEX)

two indices (Table I). These results demonstrate that summary
measures computed from our instantaneous indices of heartbeat
dynamics can be used to distinguish healthy from pathological
conditions and that these summaries give results consistent with
established measures.

IV. DISCUSSION

We developed a point process adaptive filter algorithm to
study heartbeat dynamics. The algorithm is based on the in-
verse Gaussian probability model because this model can be
derived as a stochastic version of the widely-applied determin-
istic integrate-and-fire models used to simulate heartbeats. We
used an autoregressive model to define the mean of the inverse
Gaussian and to represent the dependence of the interval
length on the recent state of the autonomic inputs to the SA
node. The point process adaptive filter was used to estimate the
time-varying nature of the inputs to the SA node. Because the
point process heartbeat model was defined in continuous time,
the algorithm computed estimates of mean , stan-
dard deviation, mean heart rate and heart rate standard deviation
that can be updated at any desired temporal resolution.

We obviated interpolation because our heart rate probability
model (4) gave a precise probabilistic prescription for how
to convert the point process -wave events into heart rate
and the other HRV indices. Our approach makes use of the
well-documented fact that use of continuous time models and
state estimation, rather than simple interpolation, offers a more
principled approach to estimating an unobserved quantity at
times where no observation is recorded [38]. Because the prob-
ability model is defined in continuous time, we can compute the
same indices under stationary conditions using maximum like-
lihood [25] and under nonstationary conditions using the point
process adaptive filter algorithm developed here. Furthermore,
because the conditional intensity function gives a canonical
characterization of a point process, we used the estimated con-
ditional intensity function to construct goodness-of-fit tests by
the time-rescaling theorem. Our goodness-of-fit tests allowed
us to compare different point process heartbeat models to help
select the order of history dependence and to assess how well
the models describe the data.
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The heartbeat model in (1) differs from a standard stationary
autoregression model. A stationary autoregressive model of
order is typically a model of a continuous-valued Gaussian
process with constant coefficients and a white noise variance
sampled at discrete, equally-spaced time points [43]. In con-
trast, a point process is a discrete-valued process that occurs
in continuous time [36], [37]. The autoregression for our
point process model in (1) is constructed by assuming that
the -wave events obey an inverse Gaussian model and that
the mean of the current interval can be expressed as
a linear function of the previous intervals. Because
our autoregression is on the intervals, the time points at
which these coefficients are computed are not evenly spaced.
Furthermore, by construction our model is nonstationary with
both time-varying autoregressive coefficients and process
variance. The RLS method also offers a method of computing
time-varying estimates for an autoregressive model. However,
it treats the intervals as if they are evenly-spaced, and
models the intervals as Gaussian observations instead
of as a point process. Moreover, unlike the adaptive filter
algorithm, which can compute updates at any desired temporal
resolution, the RLS algorithm only computes updates when a
heartbeat is observed.

The simulation studies showed that our point process adap-
tive filter algorithm estimated well the heartbeat dynamics under
stationary conditions and in the presence of either gradual or
abrupt changes in the temporal structure of the heartbeats. The
performance of our physiologically-motivated algorithm sug-
gests a way of improving upon the established RLS algorithm.
The HRV indices we computed in the tilt table study suggest
a set of dynamic signatures that may be used to characterize
the dynamic range of the cardiovascular responses under dif-
ferent physiological conditions. The differences in our HRV in-
dices between the normal subjects and congestive heart failure
subjects illustrate how these metrics may be used to distinguish
normal and pathological conditions.

Several extensions of the current framework are possible.
First, gaining more experience in the choice of will help
broaden application of the methods. Second, it will be valuable
to study our new time domain and frequency domain measures
of heartbeat dynamics in other protocols to establish their
physiological relevance. Third, the new algorithm may be used
to monitor heartbeat dynamics in clinical setting such as the
intensive care unit, the operating room and during labor and
delivery. Fourth, the predictions made by the point process
adaptive filter algorithm may be used to identify and replace
ectopic beats. Finally, we will investigate inclusion of these
methods into state-space [44] multivariate models of cardiovas-
cular control and autonomic regulation [4], [45].
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